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1
1 Look, read then tick ().

 Back to School

a- Sally has got two sisters.  

b- Sally has got a sister and a brother.

a- They live with their parents.

b- They live with their grandparents. 

a- Sally walks to school.                             

b- Sally goes to school by car.
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2 Read and match.

1- How old are you?                        a - He's Dani.              

2- Where do you live?                      b- I'm ten years old.

3- Who do you live with?                  c- I live in a flat in London.

4- What's your brother's name?        d- I live with my parents.

1- I'm Steve. I'm (nine , ten) years old.

2- I live with my (parents , grandmother).

3- I go to school by (bus , car).

4- I've got a (brother , sister) in grade one.

3 Listen and circle.
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4 Read and write. 

5 Write about you.

1- How old are you?                        a - He's Dani.              

2- Where do you live?                      b- I'm ten years old.

3- Who do you live with?                  c- I live in a flat in London.

4- What's your brother's name?        d- I live with my parents.

1- Maya ................ a little sister.

2- I ................ two brothers.

3- He ................ a car.

4- We ................ a nice flat.

have got       has got  
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2 School Subjects

1 Listen and tick ().

2- 

1- 

3- 

4- 

2 Read and match.

1- What lessons have 
     we got today?  

2- What's your favourite
     lesson?  

3- What have you got 
     on Tuesday?   

 a- On Tuesday, I 've 
      got Maths.

 b- Today, we've got
      Art and Music.

 c- My favourite lesson
      is English.
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3 Read and match.

4 Write the missing numbers.

twenty-nine       

twenty-two        

thirty                  

twenty-one

twenty-eight

twenty-three

21

21

30

29

28

22

23

22 ....

24

........
27

28

....
30
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5 Look and complete.

6 Write about yourself.

Maths              

...........                            

Arabic

Art              

Music              

...........                                          

...........              

Arabic

Social 
Studies

Arabic              

English              

...........                                          

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

What's your favourite lesson?

My ....................................... 
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My Lovely School 3

1 Read and write the missing words.

1- I can  ............. books in the............. .

2- We  have Science in the ................. .

3- We ............. pictures in the ............. .  

 draw   library   art room   read   laboratory

2 Listen and number.   
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3 Look, read and write.

4 Draw your favourite room and write about it.

Sarah: Where is the (1) ......... ?gym

Mary: The gym is (2)............. 
          the art room.

Sarah: How many desks are
           there in your (3).........?

Mary: There are (4).......... desks.

1- My school has got twenty-five rooms.

2- My favourite room is.............. .

     I can.............. .
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5 Read, order then act.

6 Write the words in the correct box.

1

- Yes, of course .

- Where is the toy shop, please?

- Thank you very much!

- It's between the restaurant  and the market.

- Hello! Can you help me?

classroom

living room

laboratory

bedroom

playground  

kitchen

school

......................

......................

......................

house

......................

......................

......................
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My Five Senses4

1 Look and complete.

2 Fill in the spaces.

1- n....s....

2- ....y....

3- e....r

1- I can.............. with my ears.

2- I can .............. with my eyes.

3- I can .............. with my hands.

4- I can .............. with my mouth.

5- I can .............. with my nose.

4- m....  .... th

5- h....n.....

 see       smell       hear       taste       touch
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3 Read and circle.

1- The cakes (touch , taste) delicious.

2- The flowers (smell , see) nice.                              

3- I can't ( hear , touch ) the sky. 

4- I can (see , smell) the moon.

4 Listen and circle the number you hear.

21

32

40

a-

b-

c-

24

35

45

28

38

42

29

39

48
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5 Write the missing numbers.

6 Look and write.

thirty-one

1- I can see a car. 

2- ............................................ .

3- ............................................ .

4- ............................................ .

thirty-
seven

forty-
three

forty-
nine

thirty-two

...............

forty-four

fifty

...............

...............

...............

...............

forty

forty-six

thirty-five

...............

...............

...............

...............

forty-
eight
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Revision 1
1 Read and match.

2 Odd one out.

1- I can see twenty flowers.

2- We've got Sports today. 

3- She's got two brothers.                            

4- Science is my favourite subject.

5- I live with my parents in a flat.

1- Science     Maths     gym     English

2- twenty-three    Arabic    thirty    twenty-nine 

3- eye    nose    ear    cake

4- computer    classroom    library    laboratory 

5
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3 Listen and tick ().

1- 

2- 

3- 

4- 

4 Complete and say.
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5 Write.

6 Look, match then write.

1- I 've got……………………….            and ……………
   on Sunday.

2- We've got …………………….            and ………......
    on Monday.

3- My favourite subject is ………………..               .

 4- I've got………………………and……………………. today.

oo ... ... t

ou g ... ... t

oa br … … m

ea h… ... seo u
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My Daily Routine6

1 Look, read and write.

2 Read, complete with (never/ always) and say.

often   never   usually   sometimes   always

1- Roy….....…. washes his hands with water and soap.  

2- Mary….....….uses her computer.

3- We ….....…. run in the street.  

4- My friend ….....….reads a story.

5- I….....….help my sister.

1- I ….....…......go to school at the weekend.

2- We….....…. eat in the classroom.

3- My brother….....….washes his face and hands.

4- I ….....…. speak English in my English class.

*****

***

**

****

X
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4 Read and match.

1- My mother usually cooks

2- I never do my homework

3- We always go to bed

4- Roy often visits 

5- They sometimes play

a- at eight o'clock.

b- his friends on Friday.

c- football in the playground.

d- at school.

e- delicious food.

3 Listen and tick ().

1- 

2- 

3- 
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5 Reorder.

6 Write about your family.

1-         

………………………………………………...............………

2-              

…………………………………………………...............……

3-             

…………………………………………..............……………

1- My father usually washes his car in the morning.

2- …………………………………………..............……………

3- …………………………………………..............……………

4- …………………………………………..............……………

chess

sometimes

Ted

often

the

brushes

I

guitar.

teeth.

in

My

always

the

sister

afternoon. play

plays

his
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TV Programmes7

2 Look, read and write.

1- The cartoons start at half past eight.

2- The cooking programme starts at quarter past ten. 

3- The quiz show starts at quarter to nine.

1- He has lunch at

 ......... ......... ......... .

2- She watches TV at

 ......... ......... ......... .

3- They play in the garden at

 ......... ......... ..........    

1 Listen and tick () or cross ().
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3 Look, read and circle.

4 Look , find and write.

1- The film starts at (quarter, half) past six.

2- It's quarter (past, to) three.

3- The cooking programme (start, starts) 

at eleven o'clock.

1- 2-

3- 4-

k j  c  a  r  t  o  o  n  s  m  n  l 

f o  o  t  b  a  l   l  m  a  t  c   h  

c  o  o  k  i  n  g  p  r  o  g  r  a  m m e 

q  u  i  z  s  h  o w  r  r  m

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................
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5 Fill in the spaces.

6

7 Rewrite the following sentences using capital 
letters and full stops.

1- What time does the quiz .................... start?

2- It .................... at quarter past  seven.

3- The football ....................finishes at eight o'clock.

4- Cartoons start at quarter ........ four.  

1- max watches cartoons on friday

    Max watches cartoons on Friday.

2- my favourite programme is quiz show

.................................................................................

3- tom loves films

................................................................................. 

4- i watch the cooking programme on monday

.................................................................................

Tom likes football.

He plays football on Friday.

starts   to   match   show
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Let's Have Fun8

1 Read and match.

2 Read and write. 

1- I like playing the piano.

2- I don't like watching TV.

3- She doesn't like playing tennis.

4- I like swimming in the sea.

1- We like ................. to music.

2- He likes ................. TV.      

3- They like .................. shells.   

4- Mike likes ................. the guitar.    

playing   listening   watching   collecting
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3 Read and write about yourself. 

4 Listen and write the number. 

My name….Activities                            

1- listening to music

2- playing chess

3- collecting stamps

4- reading books

I  like listening to music.

...................................

...................................

...................................
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5 Reorder.

6 Write and draw about what you like doing. 

1-              

   .............................................................

2-              

   .............................................................

3-                  

   .............................................................

I like .............................................................

the

like sea. swimming the in They

Like

Do

TV.

piano?

He

playing

watching

you like

doesn't
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9 Places to Go

2 Look, read then tick () or cross ().

1- I'd like to go to the zoo.

2- I'd like to go to the amusement park.

3- I'd like to go to the swimming pool.

4- I'd like to go to the beach.

1 Listen and number.

1 2

3 4
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3 Read and write.

4 Read and write.

1- bumper cars        

3- F............... wheel        

2-a ............. park        

4- s.................pool       

like      prefer      Where      or

1- ………………… would you like to go?

2- I'd……………… to go to the beach.

3- Do you prefer the museum …… the park?   

4- I ……………………the museum.
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5 Read and reorder.

6 Read and match.

7 Write.

1-                  

    .............................................................

2-                        

    ......................................................................................

1- I'd like to go to the sea.                 a -  I like animals. 

2- I'd like to go to the library.             b -   I like Science.

3- I'd like to go to the zoo.                 c -  I like swimming.

4- I'd like to go to the laboratory.      d - I like reading books.

Where would you like to go?

1- I 'd like to go to ……………………………………. .

2- Do you prefer………………………… or  …………………… ?

I ………………… the ……………………. .

3-               

    ......................................................

would

you prefer

beach. I the prefer

or the beach Do the restaurant?

Where you like to go?
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Revision 210
1 Read then match.

2 Choose the correct word.

1. It's half past ten.

2. It's quarter to eight.

3. It's five o'clock.

4. It's quarter past nine.

1.I like ( watch , watching ) TV.

2. I don't like ( listening , listen ) to music.

3. He always ( brush , brushes ) his teeth.

4. We watch cartoons ( at , in ) half past six.

5. Do you like ( playing , play ) the guitar?
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3 Look, read and write.

4 Rewrite with a capital letter and a full stop.

1. he always goes to school

    ……………………............………..

2. they play football on saturday

    ………………………............……..

3. sally gets up at six o'clock

    ……………………….............…….

listen to music       watch cartoons 

 brush his teeth       visit the museum 

He brushes his teeth. ..................................

....................................................................
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5 Write about yourself.

1. What time do you get up? 

     ……………………............………..

2. What do you do every day?  

     ………………………............……..

3. Do you like playing the piano?

    ……………………….............…….

6 Listen and sort the words according to the 
following sounds.

  brain      sleep    grapes    crayon 

brother    green      slide       cream

……………

……………

……………

……………

……………

……………

……………

……………
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Friendly Neighbours11

1 Look, read and match.

1- He's helping his sick neighbour. 

2- She's making a cake.

3- I'm washing the car. 

4- We're cleaning the garden. 

a- He's reading a book.

b- He's doing his homework.

a- Mary's playing computer games.

b- Mary's playing the piano. 

a- Dad's washing the car.

b- Dad's cleaning the garden. 

2 Listen and tick ().

1

2

3
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3 Read and fill in the gaps.

4 Let's play!

am     is     are 

1- She .......... cleaning her house now.

2- What .......... you doing? 

3 .......... he washing the car? 

4- I .......... playing the piano. 

5- The pupils .......... listening to the teacher.

Guess the activity.

Is he reading a story?  

Is he swimming?

No, he isn't.

Yes, he is.
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5 Look, read and write.

He is doing his homework.

1- ......................................................

    ...................................................... .

2- ......................................................

    ...................................................... .

3- ......................................................

    ...................................................... .

4- ......................................................

    ...................................................... .

5- ......................................................

    ...................................................... .
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A Different Day12

1 Look, read then write.

play        ride       listening      walking  

goes      visit      swimming      going

1- She always.............to school by car.                                

 But now she is ................. to school.

2- I sometimes ................. the piano. 

I'm................. to music now.

3- I usually................. my bike. But 

today ,I am ................. in the swimming 

pool.   

4- They often................their grandmother.   

Today, they are...............to the beach.

goes
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2 Read and circle.

3 Reorder.

6- My sister always (is helping - helps) my mother.

1-    

    ..........................................................................................
2-   

    ..........................................................................................
3-    

    ..........................................................................................

4-    

    ..........................................................................................

1- I (am playing , play) tennis now.

2- He sometimes (is collecting , collects) shells.

3- We usually (drink , are drinking) milk in the 

    morning.

4- Mary (is setting , sets) the table now.

5- Sally and Mike (fly , are flying) a kite now.

usually

park.

eats  every day. She fruit

We go usually to the

He now. is playing tennis

He to goes work at  seven o'clock.
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4 Listen to the sentences then write.

  I go to school.                    I'm helping my mum.

  She's reading a book.        He plays the piano.

1- Where do you usually go on holiday ?

    ..................................................................

2- What  do you sometimes  do on Friday ?

    ..................................................................

3- What are you doing now?

    .................................................................

usually                      now                      

.............................................

.............................................

.............................................

.............................................

5 Answer these questions.

I usually go to the beach.
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Give Me a Hand13

1- Where do you usually go on holiday ?

    ..................................................................

2- What  do you sometimes  do on Friday ?

    ..................................................................

3- What are you doing now?

    .................................................................

1- ...........................

2- ...........................

3- ...........................

4- ...........................

5- ...........................

2 Look, complete and write.

1 Listen and tick ().
1

21
3

4

5

2

3

z n e

semn

e

t l

ga

w

r

m
1

4

5 2 3
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3 Read and match.

4 Read and Write.

1- Can you put the fruit on 

     the table, please?

2- Can you put the pens in

    the pencil case, please ?

3- Can you take the dishes to 

     the kitchen, please?

4- Can you put the eggs in

    the fridge, please?

1-Can you..................the glasses to the..................?    

2- Can you  ..................... the toys in the toy  ..................... ?  

3- Can you .....................your ..................... ?

take kitchen

(take - kitchen ) (tidy - bedroom)         (put - box)
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6 Look, read and write.

1- Can you open the window ,please?

2- Can you.................................................................., please?

3-............................................................................................?

4- ...........................................................................................?

5- ...........................................................................................?

5 Listen and draw.

1 2 3

4 5
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Months and Seasons14

1 Odd one out.

2 Read and match

1

2

3

4

windy         rainy          April           sunny

February         spring          summer           autumn

June         September          August           Saturday

Friday         winter          Monday           Sunday

Months   Seasons      

• March

• September

• December

• July

• May

• January

• winter

• summer

• autumn

• spring
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1- March    January    February

    ..................................................

2- April     June    May

    ..................................................

3- August    July    September

    ..................................................

4- October    December    November

    ..................................................

1- It's usually rainy in..................

2- In ................., we can make a snowman.

3- My favourite month is................. because 

    I usually ................. to the beach.

4- It's usually ................. and hot in ..................

3 Listen and complete.

4 Look and order.
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5 Reorder.

6 Draw and write.

4-      

    ..................................................

1-     

    ..................................................

2-     

    ..................................................

3-   

    ..................................................

 My favourite season is ................................  I like it, 

because .........................................

Today

season

There

It's

cloudy

My

12

rainy

is

is

months

in

and

favourite

are

often

windy.

summer.

in a year.

winter.
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Revision 3
1 Read and match.

1- He is swimming.

2- She is brushing her teeth.

3- She is doing her homework.

4- He is helping his neighbour.

1- Can you .................................................. ?

2- Maya is .................................................. .

3- Ben usually works.................................................. .

4- Rony loves .................................................. .

15

2 Listen and complete.
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3 Read and write.

4 Read and add ( capital letter/ ? / . )

April   July   January   May     June   December   

November   September 

1- summer has 3 months: june, july and august

    ..............................................................................

2- what are you doing now

    ..............................................................................

3- rony usually gets up early

    ..............................................................................
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5 Read the questions and answer them.

6 Look, match then write.

1- What do you usually do on Friday?

    ........................................................................................

2- What are you doing today?

    ........................................................................................

3- What is your mother doing now?

    ........................................................................................

ng ki …. …. 

ny sna….….

ck sun …. …. 

ry ang …. .... 

c k
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Save the Baby Bird16

1 Listen, write then match. 

n _ s _

cl _m _

r_ _f

_ad_e_

b_ _ d

_ar_en

- Adam:  What can you see?     

- John:............ it is a cat.

- Adam: No, I............think it's a cat.

  It has a big............. 

- John:  I think it is a ............!          

2 Look and complete.

Perhaps     body     tiger     don’t
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1. I don't think it can fly __

2. When does Carla get up __

3. Perhaps they are going to the beach __

4. Where is the park __

Sally and  her brother are making a cake. What do you think 

they need?

3 Look, read and complete.

4 Look and choose (.) (?)

sugar   fish    eggs    chicken   milk   potatoes

I think they need… I don’t think they need….                      

flour

.......................

.......................

.......................

tomatoes 

.......................

.......................

.......................
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5 Reorder.

6 Read and answer.

1.   

    .............................................................................       

2.   

    .............................................................................       

3. 

    .............................................................................       

4.  

    .............................................................................       

1- What's your sister doing now?

     I think .................................... .

     I don't think .................................... .

 2- What are your friends doing now?

     I think .................................... .

     I don't think .................................... .

Do you play football?

play

twenty-five?

go

do eat?  birds What

Do

count to

school

 football?

 you   Can

don’t 

you

to holiday. I on
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A Visit to the Zoo17

1 Unscramble the letters, then write the word.

1- The dolphin is (three, four) meters long.

2- The tower is (fifty-five, forty-two) meters tall.

3-  The (snake, sofa) is about two meters long.

4- The (table, door) is two meters tall.

1- b - i - g - r - e - d       ............................. 

2- t - e - r - w - o            ............................. 

3- g - f - r - f - a - e - i    ............................. 

                      

4- s - a - k - n - e           .............................          

2 Listen and circle.
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3 Write ( How long ,  How tall ).

4 Read and answer.

1- ............... is the giraffe?           a- It's about 5 meters. 

2- ............... is the crocodile?      b- It's 4 meters. 

3- ............... is the tree?               c- It's 100 meter. 

4- ............... is the river?               d- It's 3 meters

Emily is in the zoo with her family. She can see the monkeys 

on the tree and a big elephant. She likes the giraffe. It's about 

4 meters tall.

1- Where is Emily?

   ...............................................

2- How tall is the giraffe?

   ...............................................

3- What animals can Emily see in the zoo?

   ................................................................
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6 Look at the pictures and write.

5 Read and complete.

1- How tall is the fridge? 

    ........................................................

2- How long is the dolphin ?

    ........................................................

3- ........................................................

    It's 3 meters tall.

4- ........................................................

    ........................................................

ten forty............... ............... ...............

seventy a hundred.

...............

..............................

It's two meters tall.
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Let's Go Shopping18

1 Read then order.

1. I'd like to buy a red pen, please.

2. It's fifty pounds.

3. What would you like to buy?

4. How much is it?

5. Thank you.

48
pounds

1

2 Listen and write.

21

3 4
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3 Read, match and write.

4 Read and choose.

1. What ............. you like to buy?

2. I'd ............. to buy a new hat.

3. How much ............. it?

4. It's fifty .............. .

5. These shoes are nice. How much ............. they?

6. ............. are one hundred pounds.

1- I go to a ............ to buy shoes.

2- I go to a ............ to buy a gift.

3- I go to a ............ to buy a book.

4- I go to a ............ to buy a doll. 

 pounds     like     They     would     are     is 
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5 Listen and choose a,b or c.

1. Dan is going shopping with his……….

          a- mother            b- father           c- sister

2. The gift is for ……….  

          a- Lucy               b- Dan              c- Dad

3. The watch is ………. pounds.

          a- 7                    b- 17                 c- 70

4. It is a ………. watch.

          a- green             b- black            c- red

1. What would you like to buy?

……….……….……….………….……….……….………...……. 

2. How much is it?

……….……….……….………….……….……….………...…….

6 Write the answers.
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My Favourite Meal19

1 Listen and number. 

1- I'd like tea, please.

2- Can I have fruit and 

vegetables, please?

3- I'd like some soup, please. 

4- Can I have orange juice, 

please?

2 Read and match.
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3 Write.

4 Draw and write your favourite food. 

What would they like?

Rami would like pizza. Mary...............................  

Sara and Alan ....................  

I'd like fish.  

Mum and Dad  ....................  
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5 Reorder. 

6 Write the words in the alphabetical order.

a-  

     ...........................................................................

b-    

     ...........................................................................

c-  

     ...........................................................................

d-  

     ...........................................................................

fish    water    salad   apple      chicken     rice

1- .....................

2- .....................

3- .....................

4- .....................

5- .....................

6- .....................

soup

?  chicken,

course Yes, . of

Can please some  I  have

like

.

What

like

?

I'd

you

some

would
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Revision 420
1 Look, read and write.

1- I'd like to buy a robot. Let's go to the ................... .

2- I'd like to buy sunglasses. Let's go to the ....................

3- I'd like to buy a football. Let's go to the ................... .

4- I'd like to buy some fruit. Let's go to the ................... .

2 Listen, guess and number.
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3 Look, read and circle.

4 Unscramble the letters .Then complete the 
sentences.

a- (How long , How tall) is the bridge?

b- How much (is , are) the skirt?

c- The cat is (behind , between) the tree.

d- The toy shop is (opposite , next to) the

     shoe shop.

1- I'd like to read books in the ............ (ylibrra).

2- Lana wants to buy a new ............ (sdser).

3- I don't think this ............ (rbdi) can fly.

4- I'd like two ............ (sckae), please!
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5 Colour your favourite food and write.

6 Complete the words with the letters in the box.

dg       sh          fl       ch 

My mother is cooking ــ ــicken and mu ــ ــroom for lunch. Tom 

is opening the fri ــ ــ e to get some bread. His sister Maria is 

putting some  ــ ــowers on the table.

a- I'd like…………….............…..…for breakfast.

b- I'd like…………………………… for dinner.
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When I Was Five 21

2 Look, read and tick ().

1 Listen and circle.

1- The amusement park was (big, interesting).

2- My bedroom was (clean , beautiful).

3- The film was (long, short).

4- It was (rainy, snowy).

5- The food was (hot, delicious).

1- The zoo was interesting.

  - The parks were beautiful.

3- The cat was active.

  - The birds were noisy.

4- The car was fast.

  - The tortoise was slow.                                  

2- Friday was snowy.

  - Friday was windy.
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3 Find and write.

4 Write (was , were, wasn't, weren't ).

1- The dog wasn't ............. .It was n .............at night.

2- The film was i  ............. .       

3- The flowers were c  ............ .

4- My room was  b ............. .

quiet

1- The tree ………………… tall.

2- The  cats …………………hungry. 

3- The  weather…………… sunny on Saturday.

4- The boys…………………happy. 

c

p

r

i

e

q

k

u

u

k

r

j

i

l

l

e

i

t

r

q

o

f

i

x

s

f

t

p

s

l

y

n

d

w

q

o

b

u

n

w

n

h

r

t

z

e

c

e

s

l

u

v

i

h

d

i

o

a

m

e

y

u

j

u

f

b

t

a

s

o

m

n

i

g

o

s

y
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5 Look and write.

When my father was a child, there …………  one restaurant. 

There ……………many …………… . There wasn't a ……..… .

The cars were ……………… .

hotel    was    old    shops    were
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My Town22

1 Listen, read then tick () or cross ().

1- There are two hotels.                  2- There is a big zoo.

3- There aren't parks.                      4- There are many cars.

5- There isn’t a hospital.

1- In the past, there ......... an old school.

2- There ......... many restaurants in my town today.

3- There .........big malls in the past. There .........small markets.

4- Today, there .................a tall tower in the city centre.

2 Read and complete.

is    was    are    were   weren't 
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In the past,......................................................................

...................................................................................... .

Today, ,...........................................................................

...................................................................................... .

On Friday, I was in the                  1........... . There were one 

                  2...........and two slides. There were colourful

                  3...........and there was a big                   4........... . 

It was an interesting day.

3 Read and complete using the pictures.

4 Look and write.
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5 Write in the alphabetical order.

6 Draw your favourite place and describe it.

museum   hotel   zoo   school   café   park   restaurant

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

1- There is ........................................................................... .

2- There are ........................................................................ .
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On the Farm23

2 Find and write.

......... We cleaned the house.

......... Yesterday, my grandmother visited us.

......... My mum cooked lunch.

......... My sister washed the dishes.

......... We were happy.

......... My brother picked some flowers.

1

1 Listen and order.

.............................

............................. ............................. .............................
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3 Read and write.

4 Reorder then match.

1- My friend ................... me with my homework.

2- My father ................... some fresh fruit.

3- We ................... the eggs.

4- I ................... my cousin in his house.

5- He ................... the cows.

6- I ................... my room.

1-       

     .......................................................

2-      

     ...........................................................

3-           

     ...............................................................

collected   milked    picked   visited   cleaned   helped

yesterday

watered

cleaned

I

My

We

my

the

last

friend. 

flowers 

the 

visited

.

.

neighbour

house week
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5 Read and match.

6 Write.

1- I visited my grandparents last week.

2- We help our mother every day.

3- They cooked a delicious meal yesterday.

4- I always clean my room.

Last week, I ......................................................................... .

My mother .......................................................................... .

My father ............................................................................ .
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The Treasure24

1 Find the words. 

2 Listen and circle.

1- t__ea__ure 

2- __av__

3- m__ __k

4- co__ns

1- Emma visited  the  (museum , library) for her project.

2- She could see beautiful ( books  , coins) inside a glass box.

3- There was a gold (watch , mask ).

4- There were many (maps , bats) in the cave.
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3 Look and write.

4 Reorder.

1-  

     ........................................................................

2-    

     ........................................................................

3-  

     ........................................................................

4- 

     ........................................................................

 could        couldn't

couldn't

? Alan

race.

flowers.

could

beautiful

a

There

Sally run in

were

fifty Could swim meters

a horse. rideI

1- My parrot ..................talk.

3- It  .................. eat nuts.

2- It .................. write.

4- It .................. swim.
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5 Choose and write.

6 Write.

Dan ................ skate.

I couldn't play. 

It................ rainy.

Sally could ................ 

beautiful pictures. 

When I was four,

I could ............................................................. .

I couldn’t .......................................................... .

Ray and Joe were 
at home .They ................ 
go to the museum.

1. could         2. couldn't

1. could         2. couldn't1. was         2. were

1. draw         2. take
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1 Read and write.

2 Look and write.

1- They ................ the cave last week.

2- The farmers ................ the cows.

3- Jack ................ his father's car.

4- Tom's family ................ in London.

1- There ................ a seesaw.

2- There ................ colourful balloons.

3- There ................ a slide.

4- There ................ any monkey bars.

Revision 525

lived    washed    milked    entered

 was    were    wasn’t    weren’t
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3 Listen and tick () or cross ().

1- Jim could play football.

2- His sister washed the dishes.

3- He played a computer game.

4- Jim's mother cleaned the house.

1- treasure     coin    box    played

2- cleaned    cook    visited    milked

3- museum    hospital    kitchen    library

1- there - Was  - in - a mall - town? - your

     .............................................................................................

2- there - No, - many - were - supermarkets.

     .............................................................................................

4 Odd one out.

5 Reorder.
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1- I can see rain and sn__ __ in winter.

2- Mary is a  __ __art pupil.

3- Give me the pen and the  __ __ip, please!

4- Look! There is a mouse in the __ __ap.

1- What can you do?

    ............................................................................................

2- What can't you do?

    ............................................................................................

3- What could you do when you were three?

    ............................................................................................

4- What couldn't you do when you were three?

    ............................................................................................

6 Answer the following questions.

7 Complete the words with the letters in the box.

cl        ow         sm       tr   
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Handwriting Practice

Copy.

broom

family

I've got two sisters.

Dani lives in Syria with his parents.
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house

Maths

My favourite lesson is English.

Our classroom is next to the laboratory.
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meat

library

I can see five butterflies.

I often read stories.
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coat

teeth

I watch cartoons at half past two.

I like playing tennis.
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grapes

fridge

I'd like to go to the beach.

She always helps her mother.
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crayon

tower

It's cold and rainy in winter.

There were many toys in my room. 
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brain

plants

There was a small market in my town.

We visited my grandparents on Friday.
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Trace then copy.

ten

twenty

10

20

ten

twenty

We visited my grandparents on Friday.
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thirty

forty

30

40

thirty

forty
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fifty

sixty

50

60

fifty

sixty
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seventy

eighty

70

80

seventy

eighty
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ninety

a hundred

90

100

ninety

a hundred


